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http://graphics.wsj.com/infectious-diseases-and-vaccines/ http://blogs.sas.com/content/jmp/2015/03/05/graph-makeover-measles-heat-map/ 



http://graphics.wsj.com/infectious-diseases-and-vaccines/ 





“Never use pie charts.” 

Pie charts can be really useful 

if used appropriately. 



Never use pie charts 

Pie charts can make it difficult to compare relative amounts 



Never use pie charts 

Humans like pie charts because the are similar to clocks – isn’t telling the time a kind of 

pie chart? 



Never use pie charts 

Pie charts are great to showing 

simple proportions. 

 

 

 



Never use pie charts 

Seriously don’t ever 

do this! 
 

 

 



“Never use 3D (unless your 
data has three dimensions).” 

3D can highlight highs and 

lows over time. 



Never use 3D 

Charts like this have 

given 3D a bad name 

– the 3D adds nothing 

expect confusion. 

https://www.perceptualedge.com/files/GraphDesignIQ.html 



Never use 3D 

This, this just no! 
 

 

 



Never use 3D 

Here careful use of 

3D highlights 

complex highs and 

lows of the market 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/03/19/upshot/3d-yield-curve-economic-growth.html 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/03/19/upshot/3d-yield-curve-economic-growth.html?abt=0002&abg=0&_r=0


“Axis must start at zero.” 

Axis need to make sense, and 

sometimes that means not 

starting at zero 



Axis must start at zero 

Not starting your 

axis at zero can 

misrepresent your 

data and mislead 

your audience. 
 

 

 

http://mediamatters.org/research/2012/10/01/a-history-of-dishonest-fox-charts/190225 and http://www.vox.com/2015/11/19/9758062/y-axis-zero-chart 



Axis must start at zero 

Axis don’t have to 

start at zero if it 

doesn’t make sense 

for the data. 
 

 

 

http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=DATA 



Axis Aside: Don’t deliberately mislead with your axis 

This chart maps these two 

datasets using completely 

different axis that mislead 

what the data is showing. 

Don’t lie with your axis 

http://emschuch.github.io/Planned-Parenthood/ 

- Use properly scaled axis - 



“Time should be plotted on 
a line chart, and geographic 
data mapped.” 

While these are great rules of 

thumb, they don’t always apply. 



https://public.tableau.com/views/UKSolarEnergyProduction/SolarProduction?:embed=y&:display_count=yes&:showTabs=y 

The only way to graph this and that 

Using an 

unconventional way 

to plot time adds to 

this graph’s appeal. 
 

 

 



The only way to graph this and that 

In this case, using a 

scatter plot instead 

of a map makes 

comparisons easier. 

Use whatever graph 

type best answers 

your question. 
 

 

 
http://www.gapminder.org/world/#$majorMode=chart 



“Only use two colours.” 

More than two colours is ok. 

However, consider using 

multiple colour hues. 



Only use two colours 

Too many colours can 

be confusing. 

Humans can only 

distinguish around  

8 different colours at a 

time in a viz.  

Use fewer colours but 

you can use more than 

two! 

 
 

 

https://public.tableau.com/views/QualityofLifeIndex/QLIvsGNIPPP?:embed=y&:display_count=yes&:showTabs=y 



Only use two colours 

This graph uses six 

colours, but it is still 

immediately 

understandable.  

 
 

 

http://www.gapminder.org/world/#$majorMode=chart 



Only use two colours 

http://interaktiv.morgenpost.de/europakarte/#5/48.415/11.294/de 

This graph uses a two-colour diverging palette. This uses different hues of the 

two colours to show a change in values. 



Colour Aside: Colour blindness 

http://www.stonesc.com/wordpress/ 

Using colour palettes with differing levels of brightness, hue and saturation is 

best to make your viz colour blind friendly. 



“Don’t add frills to your 
charts.” 

Frills can add interest. However 

great design doesn’t obscure 

facts with frills. 



Don’t add frills 

http://junkcharts.typepad.com/junk_charts/2015/10/bewildering-baseball-math.html 

Adding icons and slanting the graph edges makes this chart bewildering. 

This frill-less remake is much 

easier to understand. 
 



Don’t add frills 

Frills can add interest and 

intrigue to your viz.  

In this case careful use of 

bear images make this viz 

memorable without 

overwhelming the viz. 
 

http://grrr.fi/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/annukka-makijarvi/Karhukartta_makijarvi_w-455x650.jpg 



Best Practices 

 

1. Know your data 

2. Know the question you’re trying to answer 

3. Design with the audience in mind 

4. No exploding 3D pie charts 

 

 

 

 
 



Thank you 


